Predicting microRNA biological functions based on genes discriminant analysis.
Although thousands of microRNAs (miRNAs) have been identified in recent experimental efforts, it remains a challenge to explore their specific biological functions through molecular biological experiments. Since those members from same family share same or similar biological functions, classifying new miRNAs into their corresponding families will be helpful for their further functional analysis. In this study, we initially built a vector space by characterizing the features from miRNA sequences and structures according to their miRBase family organizations. Then we further assigned miRNAs into its specific miRNA families by developing a novel genes discriminant analysis (GDA) approach in this study. As can be seen from the results of new families from GDA, in each of these new families, there was a high degree of similarity among all members of nucleotide sequences. At the same time, we employed 10-fold cross-validation machine learning to achieve the accuracy rates of 68.68%, 80.74%, and 83.65% respectively for the original miRNA families with no less than two, three, and four members. The encouraging results suggested that the proposed GDA could not only provide a support in identifying new miRNAs' families, but also contributing to predicting their biological functions.